**HOMECOMING PLANS NEAR COMPLETION**

**PROFESSORS BROADCAST OVER WHBY**

Fairfield, Trever Give Opening Video of Educational Program

The first of a series of radio broads

casts to be given by Lawrence college in

extension of its alumni educational pro-

gram was presented over radio station

WHBY Monday morning at 5 o’clock by Dr. O. P. Fairfield.

The second was given this morning by Dr. A. A. Trever, professor of An-

thropology. Lectures will be given every Mon-

day, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday.

Dr. Fairfield selected the subject for the entire series “Painting and the

Story of Pictures.” In his address of Monday morning Dr. Fairfield touched

on the evolution of art and the relations to com-

munity, from early Primitive times to the present modern civilizations.

**PUBLISHED STORY OF "IRONSIDES"**

Professor Miel Hardy St. Artis Published in Naval Institute Proceeding

“aré the content of each.

“BOOK OF PLAYS BY

Professor Also Speaks on Won-

The ‘L’Hospitalier; the other, the window of

The posters which picture typical

“The posters which picture typical

figures for this Year Show In-

HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN "IRONSIDES"

Two lectures are scheduled for Tuesday evening. E. B. Dace presents

the first lecture this evening on the

“Painting and the Story of Pictures” in which he lays

the foundation to the study of the subject. An interesting dis-

cussion to the subject. An interesting dis-

**SELECT WEST AS EDITOR OF LAWRENCE**

Office of Business Manager

West assumes his duties immediately.

**PROFESSORS ADD TO CLASSROOM**

Dr. Baker and Mr. Hulse Mount Board of Directors

The arrival of the Lawrence staff at the first of the week served the

purpose of furnishing the French department with its annual visit. The

French staff members were again engaged in giving talks to the law-

rence college faculty are Miss Olga}

the 61 systems, five make use of pub-

2. Present methods of music testing

BOOK OF PLAYS BY

H. Brian Piel Paternos.

shillful, bitter Germany who only waits

In an article entitled “The Use of

“String Trio Broadcasts

This Lawrence conservatory trio is playing during the educational program from radio station

WHBY each Friday evening between 9 and 10 o’clock. Photo Nichols, ’76, were in charge.
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Carroll this year is inaugurating a new but very timely program in regard to social functions of all kinds. The frills and unnecessary expenses that are usually incurred in trying to put on a proper dance are to be wiped out of the balance sheet entirely. All activities and fraternities will be forced to cut their social budgets considerably by abolishing high priced orchestras, fancy dresses, and all the other supposed necessities.

This idea is certainly in keeping with the present theories of economy. Almost every student going to school has deserved it to spend less than ever before. College authorities often the necessity of saving for the student's own account is concerned, but never as far as known at present has a plan been suggested whereby a channel through which a great part of most students' spending money goes might be closed. The restricting of party expenses means a reduced admission price, which is welcomed by all college students, everywhere. Certainly a means of reducing the cost of parties such as being put into effect at Carroll is worthy of contemplation and wholehearted support.

Lawrence might find it advisable to follow some plan of cutting social expenses. Whatever method that could be arrived at in regard to social functions of all kinds. The frills and unnecessary dance are to be wiped out of the balance sheet entirely. All sororities and fraternities will be forced to cut their social budgets considerably by abolishing high priced orchestras, fancy dresses, and all the other supposed necessities.

Three Questions to be Answered

Lawrence might find it advisable to follow some plan of cutting social expenses. Whatever method that could be arrived at in regard to social functions of all kinds. The frills and unnecessary dance are to be wiped out of the balance sheet entirely. All sororities and fraternities will be forced to cut their social budgets considerably by abolishing high priced orchestras, fancy dresses, and all the other supposed necessities.
Vikings Lose First Big Four Gridiron Tilt

Beloit Nosees Out Clapp's Eleven, 6-0

Wide End Run Proves Undefeated by Blue and White Gridiron Team

By Tom Ryan

A slashing offensively attack in the first half prompted Beloit to the six yard line for the winning score. Perry Clapp's team left the efforts of the Big Four conference games played at Wittenberg field Saturday afternoon. The final score was 6-0 in favor of the Aggie team.

The Vikings set up a fast break against the Beloit defense in the first half of the game. Perry Clapp's team was held for the last 15 minutes of the game after two touchdowns were scored.

Vikings Threaten

In the fourth quarter, the Beloit backfield was stopped by the Lawrence defense, and the offense was stopped. The Beloit backfield out-weighed the Lawrence men about 15 pounds, and the line was outbalanced by 15 pounds.

Vikes Tires

The Clapp eleven started the scoring off after looking off to Beloit and holding them for down, four, and a third down. Perry Clapp, on the other hand, was blocked by the Beloit defense and the offense was stopped. The Beloit backfield out-weighed the Lawrence men about 15 pounds, and the line was outbalanced by 15 pounds.

First Issue of Alumnus

The Alumni newsletter, monthly magazine for Lawrence college alumni, was now at the press. This issue will be mailed out on December 15th.

Eleven men tied in the Lawrence all-campus golf tournament held at the municipal course Friday. Scores of 72 were turned in by Perry Clapp and Vogt. Garon missed the point.

Wisconsin Gridders Face Purdue in Crucial Tilt

Carroll Held Scoreless By Lake Forest

While all of the Big Four football teams were in action over the weekend, only the Beloit team emerged victorious. The State Liners defeated Lawrence on Saturday, Nov. 20, by leading the tourneys in the second quarter, when Fitzgerald, Beloit back, went on a wide right and ran 21 yards for the only score of the game. Lawrence's only attempt came early in the third quarter when Porter fumbled. Captain VanDyke possession. Pace ascended, but the Beloit team and punter failed and Beloit took the ball. The game was played as a wet, slippery field and both teams were frequently penalized.

For the enlightenment of our readers, if we wonld have had a hat on, it would have been defiled to the pop head, which was out there in spite of the beautiful sun, trying to pop up to a thoroughly decent stude.
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Schmidt, Pickens of Ariel Staff

Select Same Engraving First as Last Year to Do 1932 Work

Twelve contracts have been shown by Dave Schmidt, 70, business manager of the 1932 Arel, to aid him in the preparation of next year's book. They are for Buller, Blandt, Leipizig, Student, Sykes, Buck, Spurgeon, Robert MacAuley, Lawrence Guestroom, Donald Quade, William Warner, Don Kieman, Robert Loy, and Victor Wiggens.

Staff members are already working under Schmidt in preparation of the advertising material and Schmidt has obtained a considerable portion of the advertising after only a few weeks of soliciting. With the completion of contract work on advertising, the staff members will direct their attention to organizations in the college relative to their respective pages in the 1933 book.

Vikings Are Nosed Out By Strong Belt Team

(Continued from page 3)

andaa and a pass brought the ball to the Vikings one yard line but it was stopped and a punt ensued at the drive.

Booster Promise

At the start of the third period Will Hueson received a pass dropped by Captain Porter. Fingers and a rear guard assistant to the run by Bob Rames brought the ball to the 10 yard line but the Vikings defense stopped the fast moving Beloit forwards. The last period was marked with frequent penalties and poor playing on both sides. Near the end of the game the triple pass was run into tackle, but the blue backs boldly tackled to stop this play.

Rams, the fighting Viking quarter, started at his position in selling signals, running the ball, and last week he dropped the line. The Appleton star pulled the Pad­ ford string in getting 4-6 and 10 yard gains when he took Vanderbilt's place at end while the Vikings adopted the fullback. Collins, Hueson, Vocke, and Ferkes played great lines in the line for the Vikings while Ferkes, Furrer, and Kudrem contributed for the Gold. Besides

VOCOE'S QUALITY MEATS

Recommended by the English Department of Lawrence College

WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE THE BEST ABSTRACTED DICTIONARY IT IS BOUND UP WITH WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY. Assistance Hanover, New Hampshire. Publisher of this book. A student of the book, who will grow to sell and make use of material and ideas of vocabulary, work, himself, and others, will have the advantage of a life of knowledge and thought. It will be the best dictionary in the English language. Its usefulness is beyond all description.

Recommended by the English Department of Lawrence College

A delightful variety of rolls and pastries that will meet your satisfaction

ELM TREE BAKERY

A. PFEFFERLE, Proprietor

You're Always Welcome at GEENE'S

"Follow the Trend to GEENE'S Where LOWER PRICES Prevail"

COMPARISON SALE!

Full Fashioned "Lady o' the Lake" Silk Hosiery

The Greatest Hosiery Value Offered Anywhere in America on a Standard First Quality . . .

28c Pair

See These Sales Features—Then Compare!

- First Quality
- All Pure Silk
- Full Fashioned
- Medium Weight
- Silks from Toe to Top
- Cradle Foot

Hosts of New Colors Too!


"Comparison with Any Other at This Price or Higher"

GEENE'S

APPLETON, WISCONSIN

Leading Distributors of Hosiery in the Fox River Valley